
     

 
 

SubGroup Name T&E 

SubGroup Lead Carol Mintz-Federal Co-Chair/// Ed Dadosky-State/Local Co-Chair 

Priority #  7 

Priority Name Naval Postgraduate School Thesis Coordination 

FACC Alignment DHS-FEMA 

Supporting 
SubGroups 

S&T 

 

Priority Deliverables  

1.  List and prioritize thesis projects of special interest to the IAB subcommittees/members 

2.  Presentations developed for each research project priority as identified by the IAB 

3.  Deliver presentations to NPS in WV and CA 
 
 

Priority Timeline 

Deliverable/Outcome Description Date 

1.  List and prioritize thesis projects May/2015 

2.  Thesis idea presentations development (by T&E) August/2015 

3.  Deliver presentations to NPS in WV and CA ongoing 
Please specify when each work plan priority deliverable or outcome should be accomplished by. If long-term or ongoing, 
please indicate this in the “date” column. 

 

 

Priority Rank 
     

 

x Critical  Desired 
     

 

 Important  Ongoing  

     

Additional Comments 

Project focus is to elicit the assistance of masters degree students at the Naval Postgraduate School (West 
Virginia and California) to write thesis projects on topics as identified by IAB, but for which, IAB will 
realistically make no timely (if any) progress due to the inherent constraints of the IAB structure.  IAB can 
offer students a pool of qualified/experienced interviewees, survey participants, and other resources 
dependent upon the methodology to be used for the thesis selected by respective masters student 

 

Resources Needed  

October meeting planning time; Scheduled time with each subcommittee at October meeting; Possible direct-
planning time with NPS in either WV or CA in 2014/2015--ongoing 

Please explain what resources are needed from the Program Office or outside organizations to assist you with 
accomplishing this work plan item. 

IAB SubGroup Work Plan  
Priority Form 

 



     

 
 

SubGroup Name T&E 

SubGroup Lead Carol Mintz-Fed Co-Chair///Ed Dadosky-State/Local Co-Chair 

Priority #  34 

Priority Name Training needs survey 

FACC Alignment DHS-FEMA 

Supporting 
SubGroups 

All sub groups 

 

Priority Deliverables  

1.  Draft survey (internal IAB) for review  

2.  Administer survey 

3.  Analyze survey results 
 
 

Priority Timeline 

Deliverable/Outcome Description Date 

1.  Draft survey (internal IAB) for review October/2014 

2.  Administer survey January/2015 

3.  Analyze survey results February/2015 
Please specify when each work plan priority deliverable or outcome should be accomplished by. If long-term or ongoing, 
please indicate this in the “date” column. 

 

 

Priority Rank 
     

 

x Critical  Desired 
     

 

 Important  Ongoing  

     

Additional Comments 

The goal of this project is to enable IAB subgroups to identify crosscutting training gaps 
and needs, leading to training requirements that can be incorporated into the yearly 
IAB priority survey.  This could be the first of several survey iterations dependent on 
what information comes from the initial survey efforts. 

 

Resources Needed  

Internal resources to distribute survey throughout IAB and Battelle support to help track survey participation, 
answers, etc. 

Please explain what resources are needed from the Program Office or outside organizations to assist you with 
accomplishing this work plan item. 

IAB SubGroup Work Plan  
Priority Form 

 



     

 
 

SubGroup Name T&E 

SubGroup Lead Federal-Carol Mintz///// State/Local-Ed Dadosky 

Priority #  48 

Priority Name Training Triggers Project 

FACC Alignment FEMA 

Supporting 
SubGroups 

S&T 

 

Priority Deliverables  

1.  Template development for significant events that rise to the TT level-information gathering form 

2.  Methodology to research information/smart practices already in existence for the TT event  

3.  Consistently structured work product/output that addresses the respective Training Trigger 
 
 

Priority Timeline 

Deliverable/Outcome Description Date 

1.  Template  2nd quarter-2015 

2.  Methodology for information/smart practices 3rd quarter-2015 

3.  TT product-output sent through existing distribution channels On-going 
Please specify when each work plan priority deliverable or outcome should be accomplished by. If long-term or ongoing, 
please indicate this in the “date” column. 

 

 

Priority Rank 
     

 

x Critical  Desired 
     

 

 Important  Ongoing  

     

Additional Comments 

TT will be designed to alert emergency responders’ nationwide post-significant events that occur nationally 
and worldwide.  Instead of developing new workgroups or committees, etc., TT will seek to identify 
information, expert resources, SME resources already in existence and to save emergency responders from 
reinventing wheels…TT is designed to take advantage of what already exists in order to enhance responder 
capabilities for rapid response to the latest threat scenario to which responders are subjected 

 

Resources Needed  

-Possible guest speakers and SME attendance at 2015 meetings.  –Assistance with professional distribution 
channels for work outputs  

Please explain what resources are needed from the Program Office or outside organizations to assist you with 
accomplishing this work plan item. 

IAB SubGroup Work Plan  
Priority Form 

 


